Emily Danes Revisions and Citations

[0:00] Screen recording of video editing software

Hi, this is Emily and I’ll be walking you through my e-poem and explaining more about why I used the materials I did, and what effect I intended for them to have on the viewer.

[0:15] Screen recording of scrolling through videos on video editing software

So I can explain in my first walkthrough I ended up pulling at least a dozen videos from Vimeo that I thought I’d use on the project. The more I worked, the more I cut, and I actually ended up only using six of the videos I originally pulled off Vimeo. So by the end of this walkthrough I’ll explain why I used the 6 videos that ended up in my final project.

[0:35] Video of final e-poem plays in background with author voiceover; citations show up in speech bubbles showing the source of the different videos compiled in the e-poem

So the poem I used is called “Sonder” and like I explained in my original walkthrough, I used materials that were consistent with that kind of idea, that same theme. So I looked through materials that gave me the same sense that everyone was going about living their own lives, having experiences and emotions and memories that were just as intense as my own.

So I guess what really intrigues me about the sense of Sonder is that it makes my own life feel almost insignificant, yet meaningful and important, well significant, at the same time.

So I decided to take advantage of that, sort of, paradox and juxtapose quiet, personal images of people being still and self-reflective with images that focused on the big picture, like a cityscape, or a group of people, or busy street corner.

[1:36] Music stops; screen recording of video editing software

I wanted to give the viewer the sense that theirs is only one among billions of human lives, but also that their own life is important precisely because it is one of those lives. So I tried to invoke this feeling by incorporating both busy images like these.

[1:53] Screen recording of busy images of city life, with citations again

As well as more intraspective shots like these.

[2:08] Scene people alone looking at different objects and sights

I chose this image of a man sitting alone on a mountainside because I like the sense of self-reflection it evoked. 

[2:25] Scene of man sitting alone on a mountain

I thought it worked well with the line “in which you might appear only once.” When I read this part of the poem, I’m reminded that I also appear only once. To me, this line is a reminder to make the most of the life you’re given with the time we have. 

[2:40] Scene of close-up of a person taking a picture with their camera

I tried to evoke this same sense of self-reflection by including the image of a man turning the camera back on the viewer. 

[2:49] Scene of guitar player

So, throughout the whole e-poem I tried to use images that parallelled the words of the poem, so I thought this man from a video I found on Vimeo called “Sophia’s people,” was definitely a really unique and kind of crazy character. So I decided to pair his image with the words “inherited crazieness” in the poem.

[3:13] Scene of friends on a camping trip

Similarly, I ripped this shot of friends on a camping trip from the “Sevenly” video, and children playing from this “People in Russia video,” and had them play on the screen while the word “friends” was on the screen.

[3:28] Scene of people in Russia

So I actually ended up pulling a fair amount of footage from this video. I thought the author did a really nice job of balancing this busy, lively tone with a quieter, more reflective one.

[3:38] Music starts

So many of these videos brought a sense of movement and busyness to my e-poem. But I was also able to rip quiet and reflective shots, like this couple sitting on a park bench, and this woman just being alone, this balloon drifting off into the distance. I especially like this shot of a young woman standing quietly in front of this massive cathedral.

[4:02] Scene of woman standing in front of massive cathedral

It really invoked this sense of stillness in the face of grandeur and chaos that I was going for.

[4:11] Music stops; back to Vimeo screen recording

So like I said, I incorporated quite a few clips from “People in Sunny Russia.” I also used “Sofia’s People” and “New York People” for the same reasons. And just to add a little variety in between these clips I added a few sped up shots of a crowded subway from this film school application that I found on Vimeo.

[4:35] Scenes of sped up videos

I thought it reinforced the sense of Sonder that the whole piece is about. It also conveniently divided up the sections of the poem so that the reader is given a moment to just watch and reflect instead of being constantly bombarded with words. 

[4:52] Screen recording of e-poem playing

Similarly, I included a few nature shots in order to buffer the movement happening in the piece.

[5:00] Music stops; scene of video editing software

So finding a final image for this poem actually turned out to be quite challenging. I looked all over YouTube and Vimeo trying to find this lighted window at dusk that I had envisioned to close the piece out. So I spent much longer than I probably should have looking for that. And I just couldn’t find anything I liked. So I actually came across this final clip in this “LA Light” video that I had already imported and used. It’s a very simple clip, which is what I really needed to close the piece.

[5:32] Music starts and shows clip of lights

It wasn’t quite the literal image I had set out looking for, but I think it actually works better than what I had originally imagined.

[5:43] Music fades out; still shot of video editing software

So those six videos are actually the only ones I ended up using in the final draft. I thought it actually turned out pretty well. There were a few spots where I felt like the images were fillers so I went back in and switched those sections out with images that I thought would be a little more meaningful and actually support and contribute to the theme I was developing. So like I said, no major changes. I played around a little more with the transitions and such. Again I just felt like it didn’t contribute anything and it kind of disrupted the flow that I had already spent so much time creating. I had some suggestions to play around and play with different fonts to see if that might add anything. First, I really liked that idea. So I tried some new fonts. But again, I ended up just leaving it as it was. I do like the simplicity of the font. But honestly at this point I’ve spent so many hours looking at this project that I’m a little, you know, emotionally attached to this version. 

So I think that about wraps it up. I’ve really enjoyed working on this e-poem, and I think each time I’ve reflected on it to make a new video I really have been able to appreciate the original poem in a new way. So I hope you enjoy my citations video, and thank you for watching!

